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Microtubule Nucleation at Non-Spindle Pole Body
Microtubule-Organizing Centers Requires
Fission Yeast Centrosomin-Related Protein mod20p

ized noncentrosomal sites [1, 2]. These different mecha-
nisms are not exclusive of each other, and experimental
support for each has been found in different systems
(see [1, 2] for references). In general, however, relatively
little is known about the molecular mechanisms regulat-
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United Kingdom ing noncentrosomal microtubule organization, in part

because some of the more striking examples, especially
with regard to noncentrosomal microtubule nucleation
sites, are found in specific tissues in vivo and not inSummary
standard cell culture systems [3–6]. Thus, what we do
understand about the spatial control of microtubule or-Background: Many types of differentiated eukaryotic

cells display microtubule distributions consistent with ganization in different cell types may represent only a
fraction of the mechanistic diversity available to eukary-nucleation from noncentrosomal intracellular microtu-

bule organizing centers (MTOCs), although such struc- otic cells.
The fission yeast Schizosaccharomyces pombe hastures remain poorly characterized. In fission yeast, two

types of MTOCs exist in addition to the spindle pole three different types of microtubule-organizing centers
(MTOCs) during its normal mitotic cell cycle [7]. Duringbody, the yeast centrosome equivalent. These are the

equatorial MTOC, which nucleates microtubules from mitosis, spindle and astral microtubules are nucleated
from duplicated spindle pole bodies (SPBs), the centro-the cell division site at the end of mitosis, and interphase

MTOCs, which nucleate microtubules from multiple sites some equivalents [8]. At the end of mitosis, microtubules
are nucleated from the cell division site by an equatorialnear the cell nucleus during interphase.

Results: From an insertional mutagenesis screen we MTOC (eMTOC) to form a post-anaphase array (PAA),
which provides the initial array of interphase microtu-identified a novel gene, mod20�, which is required for

microtubule nucleation from non-spindle pole body bules in the two daughter cells [7]. The eMTOCs contain
�-tubulin, and their formation depends on the actin cy-MTOCs in fission yeast. Mod20p is not required for intra-

nuclear mitotic spindle assembly, although it is required toskeleton and contractile-ring formation [9, 10]. In the
subsequent interphase, microtubule growth also occursfor cytoplasmic astral microtubule growth during mito-

sis. Mod20p localizes to MTOCs throughout the cell from additional, non-SPB microtubule-organizing cen-
ters, generally in the middle of cells, but the nature ofcycle and is also dynamically distributed along microtu-

bules themselves. We find that mod20p is required for these interphase MTOCs (iMTOCs) is not well under-
stood [11–13].the localization of components of the �-tubulin complex

to non-spindle pole body MTOCs and physically inter- Here we describe a novel fission yeast protein,
mod20p, that is required for microtubule nucleation fromacts with the �-tubulin complex in vivo. Database

searches reveal a family of eukaryotic proteins distantly the eMTOC and from iMTOCs but not from the SPB
itself. Further analysis indicates that the role of mod20prelated to mod20p; these are found in organisms ranging

from fungi to mammals and include Drosophila cen- in promoting this “noncentrosomal” microtubule nucle-
ation is to bind and recruit the �-tubulin complex to non-trosomin.

Conclusions: Mod20p appears to act by recruiting SPB MTOCs. We also find higher eukaryotic proteins
with limited sequence similarity to mod20p, suggestingcomponents of the �-tubulin complex to non-spindle

pole body MTOCs. The identification of mod20p-related that this mode of microtubule organization may be con-
served among eukaryotic cells.proteins in higher eukaryotes suggests that this may

represent a general mechanism for the organization of
noncentrosomal MTOCs in eukaryotic cells.

Results
Introduction

Aberrant Microtubules and Cell Shape
in mod20 MutantsIn many types of differentiated eukaryotic cells, includ-
From an insertional mutagenesis screen [14] designeding neurons, muscle, and epithelial cells, microtubules
to identify nonessential genes regulating cytoskeletonare not radially organized by the centrosome but rather
and cell polarity in fission yeast, we isolated a mutantare present in cell type-specific, noncentrosomal arrays
that exhibits a curved cell shape upon recovery fromwith relatively stable microtubule minus ends. A variety
stationary phase, in particular when arrested during G2of mechanisms has been proposed to account for the
of the cell cycle (Figures 1A and 1B; additional dataorganization of these arrays; among these are centroso-
not shown). This curved-cell phenotype is much lessmal nucleation-and-release, microtubule breakage, and
obvious during normal exponential growth (not shown),de novo assembly either in the cytoplasm or at special-
when microtubules are less important for cell polarity
[15]. Sequencing of the genomic DNA flanking the inser-*Correspondence: ken.sawin@ed.ac.uk
tion site identified a novel uncharacterized open reading2 Present address: National CJD Surveillance Unit, Western General

Hospital, Crewe Road, Edinburgh EH4 2XU, United Kingdom. frame identified as SPCC417.07c in the fission yeast
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genome (http://www.sanger.ac.uk/Projects/S_pombe/);
we have called this open reading frame mod20� (mor-
phology defective 20). Deletion of the entire mod20�
open reading frame (mod20�) produced a viable strain
with the same phenotype as the original insertion mutant
and was used for all subsequent analysis.

mod20� encodes a predicted 1115 amino acid pro-
tein (mod20p) with extensive predicted coiled-coil re-
gions and similarity to Aspergillus nidulans apsB [16]
(see below and also Experimental Procedures). Because
one of the phenotypes of apsB mutants is a nuclear-
displacement defect, we examined nuclear positioning
in mod20� mutants. Although wild-type fission yeast
cells were able to maintain the nucleus in the middle of
the cell, mod20� cells were not (Figure 1C). Because
nuclear positioning in fission yeast depends on the mi-
crotubule cytoskeleton [12], we examined microtubule
organization in mod20� mutants by immunofluores-
cence. In fission yeast, interphase microtubules are
highly dynamic, and what appears to be a “single micro-
tubule” at the light-microscopic level is in fact a bundle
of between approximately four and seven microtubules
[11–13]. In wild-type interphase cells, three or four of
these bundles are typically observed per cell, ending
at cell tips (Figure 1D). By contrast, mod20� mutants
showed a range of aberrant microtubule distributions,
marked by fewer, thicker microtubule bundles, which
often curved around the cell tips (Figure 1E). We also
found that the curved-cell phenotype of mod20� mu-
tants was at least partially suppressed when microtu-

Figure 1. Cell Shape, Nuclear Displacement, and Microtubule De-
bules were depolymerized with the drug methyl-benzim- fects in mod20� Mutants
idazolyl 2-carbamate (MBC) [15], suggesting that the (A and B). Morphology of G2-arrested (A) cdc25-22 and (B) cdc25-22
aberrant microtubule distribution in mod20� cells is a mod20� cells after 4 hr growth out of stationary phase.
cause rather than an effect of the morphological defects (C) Measurements of nuclear eccentricity for 100 asynchronous

wild-type and mod20� cells, in ascending order of the ratio a/b,(data not shown). Taken together, these results suggest
where a is the shorter distance from the center of the nucleus tothat the curved cell shape and nuclear displacement
the cell tip, and b is the longer distance. a/b is greater than 0.5 inphenotypes of mod20� mutants are likely to be second-
all wild-type cells but less than 0.5 in 50% of mod20� cells.

ary consequences of a primary defect in microtubule (D and E). Anti-tubulin immunofluorescence in asynchronous (D)
organization. wild-type and (E) mod20� cells.

particles during interphase (Figures 2B and 2C) and to
mod20p Is at MTOCs the SPB and the eMTOC during mitosis (Figures 2E–2G).
To establish a more mechanistic basis for the aberrant In contrast to the localization of mod20p satellites to
microtubule distribution of mod20� mutants, we deter- cytoplasmic interphase microtubules, virtually no mod20p
mined the intracellular localization of mod20p by using was observed in association with the intranuclear mi-
both antibodies and GFP-fusion proteins. In living cells, totic spindle, apart from its localization to the SPB (Fig-
mod20p-GFP expressed at native levels from the endog- ures 2A, 2E, and 2F). In immunostained cells we also
enous promoter was specifically localized to sites of observed faint cytoplasmic particles of mod20p not as-
microtubule nucleation: at the SPB during both in- sociated with microtubules (Figures 2B and 2E–2G).
terphase and mitosis and also at the eMTOC at the end These particles represent specific staining because they
of mitosis (Figure 2A and Movie 1, in the Supplemental were not observed in mod20� cells treated with the
Data available with this article online). During interphase same antibodies (Figure 2D). Although such particles
we also found mod20-GFP localized to faint “satellite” were not apparent in live mod20-GFP-expressing cells
particles that appeared to line up along microtubules (Figure 2A and Movies 1–3), they were observed in these
and showed rapid back-and-forth linear movement (Fig- same cells after fixation and staining (not shown); thus,
ure 2A; see also Movie 2; additional data not shown). it is not yet clear whether the cytoplasmic non-microtu-
These satellites disappeared upon MBC treatment, bule-associated mod20p particles are a fixation artifact
whereas mod20p-GFP localization to the SPB and to the or are simply too faint to be observed in live cells ex-
eMTOC persisted (Movie 3; additional data not shown). pressing mod20-GFP. In any case, collectively our re-
Immunofluorescent staining of endogenous mod20p sults indicate that mod20p is strongly enriched at known
with affinity-purified antibodies confirmed the observa- MTOCs and also raise the possibility that interphase
tions made with mod20-GFP fusion proteins, including mod20p satellites could represent mobile nucleation

complexes or iMTOCs (see below).the localization of mod20p to the SPB and to satellite
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Figure 2. Localization of mod20p to Microtubule-Organizing Centers

(A) Unprocessed wide-field images of mod20-GFP localization along microtubules and at the spindle pole body (SPB) in interphase cells (left
panel) and at the SPBs and the equatorial MTOC during cell division (right panels). An arrow indicates an in-focus interphase SPB. (B–G)
Wide-field images of anti-tubulin and anti-mod20p staining in interphase and mitotic cells.
(B) Two Z sections of an interphase wild-type cell (top two rows) and a projection of all sections (bottom row). The bar indicates mod20p
particles associated with cytoplasmic microtubules, and an arrow indicates the SPB.
(C) Projection of all sections of a different interphase wild-type cell, as in (B).
(D) Projection of all sections of an interphase mod20� cell. Note even faint anti-mod20p signal seen in (B) and (C) represents specific mod20p
staining and not nonspecific background staining.
(E–G) Projection of all sections of a prometaphase/metaphase cell (E), an anaphase cell (F), and a postmitotic cell with a postanaphase
microtubule array (G). Note that although mod20p is enriched at mitotic SPBs (arrows in [E] and [F]) and at the postmitotic equatorial MTOC
(arrow in [G]), it is not associated with the intranuclear mitotic spindle.

mod20p and De Novo Interphase feeble nucleation of microtubules after warming, with
significant new microtubule growth occurring only afterMicrotubule Nucleation

To determine whether mod20p plays a role in microtu- 10–20 min (Figures 3F–3K). Moreover, in contrast to the
multiple independent nucleation sites seen in wild-typebule nucleation, we performed microtubule depolymeri-

zation-regrowth experiments in vivo [12, 17, 18] and cells, microtubule regrowth in mod20� mutants oc-
curred in the form of a lone bundle of microtubules thatobserved microtubule distributions at fixed time points.

Cold treatment for 30 min depolymerized essentially all appeared to grow in opposite directions from a single
point on the nuclear surface (Figures 3J and 3K, arrows).microtubules in both wild-type and mod20� cells (Fig-

ures 3A and 3B). Within 1 min after returning wild-type This point colocalized with the SPB marker sad1p [19]
in 84 out of 87 cells (Figure 3N). After this crippled nucle-cultures to warm medium, we observed nucleation of

microtubules from multiple independent sites over the ation, the microtubule distribution in mod20� mutants
approached steady state (i.e., for mod20� mutants) verysurface of the cell nucleus (Figure 3B; [12, 17]). In addi-

tion, in 31% of cells, we observed one or more microtu- slowly, only after 30–60 min (Figures 3L and 3M), sug-
gesting that, once established, microtubule bundles inbules to nucleate more distantly, in the cytoplasm (Fig-

ure 3B, arrows; n � 365 cells). Microtubules in wild-type mod20� mutants may turn over less rapidly than in wild-
type cells.cells grew quickly and reached steady-state lengths

within 4–10 min after warming (Figures 3D and 3E). These results indicate that mod20p is required for
new microtubule nucleation from non-SPB sites duringBy contrast, mod20� mutants showed remarkably
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Figure 3. Mod20p Is Required for De Novo
Microtubule Assembly from Non-Spindle Pole
Body Sites

(A–M) Confocal images of anti-tubulin stain-
ing in mod20� and wild-type cells at different
indicated times after recovery from a 30 min
cold treatment to disrupt microtubules. Note
that wild-type cells rapidly renucleate micro-
tubules from multiple sites on the nuclear
surface, as well as in the cytoplasm (arrows
in [B]). Also note that the weak microtubule
assembly observed in mod20� mutants gen-
erally occurs from a single site associated
with the nucleus, which is slightly negatively
stained (arrows in [J] and [K]).
(N) Wide-field images of anti-tubulin (top) and
anti-sad1p (SPB marker; middle) staining in
mod20� cells after 20 min recovery demon-
strate that the site of microtubule nucleation
in mod20� mutants is the SPB.

interphase. In conjunction with our data showing that mod20p Is Not Essential for Mitotic Spindle
Formation but Is Required for Astralmod20p is normally localized to MTOCs, this suggested

that mod20p may play a direct role in nucleation. We Microtubules and for the
Postanaphase Microtubule Arraytherefore stained wild-type cells with anti-mod20p anti-

bodies during cold treatment, prior to their warming During mitosis in fission yeast, the SPB nucleates intra-
nuclear spindle microtubules and cytoplasmic astral mi-and microtubule regrowth. Strikingly, we found that cold

treatment leads to a strong, ectopic enrichment of crotubules, and in late mitosis, as the spindle disassem-
bles, cytoplasmic microtubules are nucleated from anmod20p particles to the nuclear surface, the site of fu-

ture microtubule nucleation upon warming (Figure 4A). equatorial MTOC (eMTOC) at the cell division site and
form a postanaphase microtubule array (PAA) [7, 9, 10].In addition, we found that in cells fixed after 1 min of

regrowth, newly nucleated microtubules were associ- The fact that mod20� strains are viable indicates that
mod20p is not required for mitotic progression but doesated with mod20p particles, not only on the nuclear

surface but also at the more distant cytoplasmic nucle- not address whether mod20p may still perform specific
functions during mitosis. To investigate this, we per-ation sites that are found in many cells (Figures 4B and

4C; see also Figure 3B). These two results—the redis- formed spindle regrowth experiments during a synchro-
nous mitotic metaphase arrest and release by using thetribution of mod20p to prospective but not yet active

nucleation sites during cold treatment and the colocali- reversible cold-sensitive �-tubulin mutant nda3-km311
[20] in wild-type and mod20� backgrounds.zation of mod20p particles with new microtubule ends

in the cytoplasm—strongly suggest that mod20p acts Upon release from metaphase arrest, rates of spindle
regrowth and elongation were nearly identical in bothdirectly at microtubule nucleation sites to promote nu-

cleation and also support the notion that mod20p satel- nda3 single mutants and nda3 mod20� double mutants
(Figures 5B and 5E; Figure S1 in the Supplemental Data).lites in unperturbed interphase cells may be iMTOCs.
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Figure 4. Mod20p Relocalizes to Prospec-
tive Microtubule Nucleation Sites during Cold
Treatment and Is Directly Associated with Mi-
crotubule Ends Freely Nucleated in the Cyto-
plasm

(A) Anti-mod20p staining in wild-type cells
before and during cold treatment. Mod20p
is associated with microtubules before cold
treatment but redistributes to the nuclear sur-
face during cold treatment. Negative control
mod20� cells show no staining.
(B) Anti-tubulin and anti-mod20p staining in
a wild-type cell after 1 min recovery from cold
treatment. Two different Z sections (1, 2) and
a projection of all Z sections (P) are shown.
Microtubules are specifically nucleated in
proximity to mod20p; this is especially appar-
ent for microtubules nucleated in the cyto-
plasm (arrows).
(C) Anti-tubulin and anti-mod20p staining in
serial 0.4 um Z sections through a different
wild-type cell after 1 min recovery from cold
treatment. The final panel is a projection of
all Z sections. Note the close association of
mod20p with microtubule nucleation sites on
the nuclear surface and in the cytoplasm
(arrow). All panels are deconvolved wide-field
images.

Progression into anaphase was also similar in the two At later times after release from metaphase arrest, a
strains, with 44% of nda3 single mutants and 51% of more striking difference was observed between nda3-
nda3 mod20� double mutants passing into anaphase km311 single-mutant cells and nda3-km311 mod20�
within 10 min after release (n � 230 cells for each strain; double mutants. Although most mod20� cells under-
data not shown). This suggests that mod20p is unlikely went spindle disassembly and PAA formation within 20
to play a major role in mitotic spindle microtubule nu- min after release (Figure 5C), PAAs never appeared in
cleation; accordingly, we did not observe any obvious mod20� mutants (Figure 5E). In lieu of PAA formation,
defects in intranuclear spindle structure in mod20� spindles persisted for slightly longer times, but in-
mutants in these experiments (not shown). Interestingly, terphase microtubules appeared in the next cell cycle
we did observe that mod20� mutants were strongly with roughly similar kinetics in both strains (Figures 5F
impaired in the growth of cytoplasmic astral microtu- and 5G; Figure S1). To confirm that this complete ab-
bules (Figures 5B and 5E); 10 min after release, astral sence of PAAs in mod20� mutants was not unique to
microtubules were seen in 73% of nda3 single-mutant mitotic arrest-and-release experiments, we also quanti-
spindles but in only 8% of nda3 mod20� double-mutant tated PAAs in asynchronous cultures. In wild-type cul-
spindles (n � 104 cells for each strain; data not shown); tures, 8% of cells contained PAAs, whereas 0% did so
this defect was also observed in mod20� single mutants in mod20� cells (n � 500 cells for each strain; data not
growing asynchronously (data not shown). shown).

In order to confirm this cytological data, we also mea-
sured mitotic missegregation of a nonessential mini-

Microtubule Nucleation and Dynamics in mod20�chromosome [21] in mod20� mutants relative to wild-
Mutants at Steady Statetype cells and crossed mod20� mutants with several
The perturbation experiments described above suggestspindle checkpoint mutants [22]. Double mutants of
that mod20p is required for microtubule nucleation atmod20� in combination with bub1�, bub3�, mad1�,
non-SPB sites during both interphase and mitosis (i.e.,mad2�, mad3�, or mph1� were all viable and were ob-
at iMTOCs and at eMTOCs), as well as being requiredtained from crosses with expected Mendelian frequen-
for cytoplasmic astral microtubules. To investigate cellscies (data not shown), indicating that loss of mod20p
growing at steady state, we examined microtubule dy-does not activate the spindle checkpoint. Minichromo-
namics in wild-type and mod20� cells expressing chro-some loss rates in mod20� mutants were only mildly
mosomally integrated GFP fusions with atb2p, the minorincreased in relation to wild-type cells (approximately
�-tubulin in fission yeast [23]. Surprisingly, preliminary6–8 times; data not shown). Taken together, these ge-
experiments indicated that GFP-atb2p strains routinelynetic data suggest that spindle mechanics are unlikely
used for assays of microtubule dynamics in wild-typeto be significantly impaired by loss of mod20p. The
cells [14, 24, 25] significantly compromised microtubulemechanistic basis for the small increase in chromosome
integrity in mod20� mutants (Table S1). We minimizedloss rates is not yet clear but may be due to a combina-

tion of factors (see Discussion). these defects by expressing GFP-atb2p at low levels
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Figure 5. Mod20p Is Required for Astral Mi-
crotubules and for Postanaphase Microtu-
bule Array Formation at the End of Mitosis

(A–F) Confocal anti-tubulin (red) and DAPI
(green) staining of (A–C) nda3-km311 and
(D–F) nda3-km311 mod20� cells at 0 min (A
and D), 10 min (B and E), and 20 min (C and F)
after release from mitotic metaphase arrest.
Arrows in (B) indicate astral microtubules,
which are usually not observed in mod20�

mutants. The arrow in (C) indicates PAA for-
mation at an early stage relative to other cells
in the panel.
(G) Evolution of microtubule arrays after re-
lease from metaphase arrest. Note the com-
plete absence of PAAs in mod20� mutants.

from the nmt81 promoter (Table S1), although imaging break into two distinct bundles (Figure 6; Movie 5). Such
“bend-breakage” events were never observed in wild-under these conditions was more challenging.

In cells expressing nmt81:GFP-atb2p, a high degree type cells but occurred 32 times in mod20� mutants
over a period of 10 cell-hours (Table 1).of variation in microtubule distribution and bundling was

observed in mod20� mutants relative to wild-type cells; The profound defects in microtubule nucleation seen
in mod20� mutants raise the question as to how normalthese observations were similar to those in fixed cells

(data not shown). We focused our attention on microtu- asynchronous mod20� cells generate interphase micro-
tubules (see Figure 1). One possibility is that, at thebule nucleation. Over a total of 10 cell-hours, we did

not observe any new microtubule nucleation in mod20� end of mitosis, the SPB nucleates a small number of
cytoplasmic microtubules that persist into the subse-mutants, whereas in wild-type cells we observed nearly

300 likely nucleation events (Table 1; Movie 4). In addi- quent interphase; this population could also be augmented
by bend-breakage events generating new microtubules.tion, we found that in contrast to wild-type cells, in which

microtubules reaching the cell tip usually pause and For technical reasons involving photobleaching and/or
photodamage (not shown), we were unable to follow mi-then initiate catastrophe and shrinking [11–13, 26], mi-

crotubule bundles reaching the cell tip in mod20� mu- crotubules from anaphase into the next interphase in
mod20� cells expressing nmt81:GFP-atb2p as a tubulintants often continued to grow around the tip and bend,

sometimes sufficiently for the microtubule bundle to reporter. However, using slightly higher GFP-atb2p ex-
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Table 1. Microtubule Nucleation and Breakage in Wild-Type and mod20� Cells

Strain nmt81:GFP-atb2 mod20� nmt81:GFP-atb2

Number of cells observed 29 23
Total elapsed time 10 hr 26 min 10 hr 15 min
De novo microtubule nucleation events 114 0
Additional microtubule nucleation events 182 0
Microtubule bend-breakage events 0 32

We define “de novo” nucleation events as occuring away from existing microtubule bundles, whereas “additional” nucleation events occurred
closer to existing bundles and may have been derived from pre-existing microtubule fragments.

pression levels (Table S1), we found that in a small is found at SPBs throughout the cell cycle, as well as at
eMTOCs during cell division [9, 30, 31]. To investigatenumber of cells (less than 10% of those observed), SPB-
whether mod20p might be required for the proper local-nucleated microtubules could break out of the cell nu-
ization or function of the �-tubulin complex, we stainedcleus at the end of mitosis and establish an independent
mod20� and mod20� cells in the nda3 mitotic arrest-existence in the cytoplasm, with very complicated dy-
and-release experiment with antibodies to �-tubulin. Innamics involving bundling and bend-breakage (Movies
postanaphase mod20� cells, �-tubulin was localized to6 and 7). Although this was a low-frequency event, and
the equator either as dots or as a faint equatorial ring,although in most other cells the spindle simply disas-
but in mod20� mutants, no equatorial �-tubulin stainingsembled with no additional SPB nucleation (data not
was observed, although �-tubulin was still found at theshown), immunofluorescence of fixed cells expressing
SPB in mod20� mutants (Figure 7A). These results indi-untagged atb2p also suggested that unusual modes of
cate that mod20p is required for �-tubulin localizationmicrotubule nucleation may occur in mod20� cells at the
to the eMTOC, but not to the SPB.end of mitosis (Figure S2). Thus, in spite of incomplete

To date, the �-tubulin complex has not been observedresolution of this issue, as well as the caveats associated
at non-SPB microtubule nucleation sites during in-with making strong inferences from GFP-microtubule
terphase [9, 30, 31]. We reasoned that the �-tubulindynamics in mod20� mutant cells (see Discussion), our
complex proteins may be present at iMTOCs but at suchresults are consistent with the notion that SPB-mediated
low concentrations that they are difficult to detect abovemicrotubule nucleation is the ultimate source of inter-
background. We therefore tried to visualize interphasephase microtubules in mod20� mutants.
non-SPB �-tubulin complexes by fixing cells during cold
treatment, when mod20p, and nearly all cytoplasmicInteraction of mod20p with �-Tubulin Complex
microtubule-nucleating activity, is concentrated at theMicrotubule nucleation in eukaryotic cells is thought to
nuclear surface (see Figure 3). Wild-type and mod20�be directed primarily by the �-tubulin ring complex, a
cells were costained with antibodies to mod20p and tomulti-protein complex containing �-tubulin and several
an HA-tagged version of alp4p, a �-tubulin complex coreother conserved proteins [27–29]. In fission yeast, �-tubulin
subunit [32]. In wild-type cells, we observed an accumu-
lation of alp4-HA particles at the nuclear surface, but no
such accumulation occurred in mod20� cells, although
alp4-HA was still present at normal levels at the SPB
(Figure 7B). This indicates that mod20p is important for
�-tubulin complex localization and/or behavior at non-
SPB sites during interphase as well as at the end of
mitosis. When we examined the colocalization of alp4-
HA with mod20p in these experiments we found that
the signals showed considerable, but not complete,
overlap. Interestingly, apart from the SPB itself, the lack
of complete overlap appeared to be due to more and/
or brighter staining of mod20p relative to alp4-HA. This
may suggest that if mod20p and the �-tubulin complex
are physically associated in a larger supramolecular com-
plex, perhaps not all mod20p molecules are “loaded” with
the �-tubulin complex. Similar results were obtained when
cells were costained with antibodies to mod20p and to

Figure 6. Bend-Breakage Microtubule Dynamics in a mod20� Cell an HA-tagged version of alp6p, another core subunit of
the �-tubulin complex [32] (data not shown).Time points from a deconvolved wide-field time-lapse video se-

quence of a mod20� cell expressing nmt81:GFP-atb2p, at 15 s To investigate whether mod20p might directly recruit
intervals. Breakage occurs between 45 and 60 s, after which the �-tubulin to eMTOCs and to what are likely iMTOCs,
two smaller microtubule bundles join, although their ends are still we performed coimmunoprecipitation experiments by
distinguishable at the 75, 105, and 120 s time points. Note that

using extracts from strains expressing native levels ofafter breakage, the long microtubule bundle initially shrinks but then
Myc-tagged mod20p and HA-tagged alp4p or alp6p,begins to elongate between 105 and 120 s; also note that the number
expressed from their endogenous promoters. Anti-Mycof microtubules in the long bundle is not uniform along its length,

and this changes over time. antibodies coimmunoprecipitated alp4-HA and �-tubulin,
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or alp6-HA and �-tubulin, from extracts expressing
mod20-Myc, but not from control extracts (Figure 7C,
upper panels). To confirm these results, we also immu-
noprecipitated alp4-HA and alp6-HA from extracts of
cells expressing untagged mod20p. mod20p was coim-
munoprecipitated with alp4-HA and, to a lesser extent,
alp6-HA (Figure 7C, bottom panels).

Collectively, these results indicate that mod20p physi-
cally interacts with the �-tubulin complex in vivo. In
the anti-HA immunoprecipitations (Figure 7C, bottom
panel), the enrichment of alp4-HA and alp6-HA in immu-
noprecipitates was much greater than that of mod20p,
which might suggest a low stoichiometry of mod20p
association. However, in the same experiments the en-
richment of alp4-HA and alp6-HA was also much greater
than that of �-tubulin itself, indicating either that there
is a considerable amount of cytoplasmic alp4p and
alp6p not associated with �-tubulin in vivo or that “core”
interactions between alp proteins and �-tubulin are dis-
rupted under our extraction conditions (see also [32]).
Thus, our data are insufficient to allow us to determine
the stoichiometry of mod20p relative to other compo-
nents of the complex.

mod20-Related Proteins in Higher Eukaryotes
The amino-acid sequence of mod20p suggests that it
has a globular N-terminal domain of approximately 290
amino acids, with extensive regions of �-helical coiled-
coil in the remaining 825 amino acids, as predicted by
PAIRCOIL [33]. Using BLAST searches, we identified
related proteins in the filamentous fungus Neurospora
crassa, as well as the Aspergillus nidulans protein apsB
[16]. Interestingly, by using the N-terminal domain of
mod20p in more refined PSI-BLAST searches [34], we
were able to identify within these fungal proteins a small
region of sequence similarity shared with higher eukary-
otic proteins (Figure 8), including Drosophila centrosomin
[35], a predicted zebrafish protein, and two mammalian
proteins, the cyclic nucleotide phosphodiesterase binding
protein PDE4DIP/myomegalin [36] and the CDK5 activa-
tor binding protein CDK5RAP2 [37]. We also found a
second related fission yeast protein, pcp1p [38]. E val-
ues for these “hits” ranged between approximately 10�39

and 10�17, with a sharp cut-off between the proteins
identified and the next best “hit” (an unrelated protein;

Figure 7. Mod20p Recruits the �-Tubulin Complex to Non-Spindle
E value � 0.007). Although no related budding-yeastPole Body Microtubule-Organizing Centers
proteins were identified from our database searches (up

(A) Anti-� tubulin (top) and DAPI (middle) staining of nda3-km311
to E values of 100), functional criteria led us to determineand nda3-km311 mod20� cells 20 min after release from mitotic
by T-COFFEE alignment [39] whether the budding-yeastmetaphase arrest, when nda3 single mutants are forming postana-

phase arrays. In mod20� mutants, �-tubulin does not relocalize to SPB proteins Spc110p and Spc72p [40] contained any
the equator but is still present at spindle pole bodies (SPBs; arrows). portion of this conserved region (see Discussion). We
(B) Anti-mod20p and anti-HA staining showing redistribution of found a very small region of similarity between Spc110p
mod20p and the �-tubulin complex subunit alp4-HA to the nuclear and the proteins identified from database searches (Fig-
surface during cold treatment (see Figure 4A). In mod20� mutants,

ure 8), but no similarity between these proteins andalp4-HA does not redistribute to the nuclear surface but is still
Spc72p (not shown). Altogether, these sequence similar-present at the SPB (arrows). Mod20p and alp4-HA show consider-

able overlap (yellow in merged images), although mod20p signals ities suggest that functional homologs of mod20p are
are greater in number and/or intensity than alp4-HA signals. Each likely to exist in mammalian cells (see Discussion) and
row is a projection of three deconvolved wide-field Z sections, 0.2 may play a role in regulating MTOCs.
um apart.
(C) Coimmunoprecipitation of alp4-HA, alp6-HA, and �-tubulin with
mod20-Myc in an anti-Myc immunoprecipitation from native cell
extracts (upper panels) and coimmunoprecipitation of mod20p and (right) are 40� overloaded relative to total extracts (left) and are
�-tubulin with either alp4-HA or alp6-HA after anti-HA immunopre- probed on the same blot; the same exposure was used for both
cipitation (bottom panels). In all cases immunoprecipitation lanes “total extract” and “IP.”
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Figure 8. Alignment of a 64 Amino Acid Region of mod20p with Other Sequences from Fungi and Higher Eukaryotes

Representative examples of related proteins identified after three iterations of a PSI-BLAST search with the amino-terminus of mod20p; any
other proteins identified were obvious homologs in closely related species (e.g., mouse, rat, M. grisea, P. anserina); no equivalent protein was
identified in C. elegans. Numbers indicate amino acid residues for each individual protein, starting at the extreme amino-terminus; in all cases
the region of interest is found in the amino terminus of proteins (including NCU02332, which is 2561 amino acids long). Beneath the alignment
is shown a portion of the budding-yeast spindle pole body protein Spc110p, which shows very limited similarity to mod20p within this region
(asterisks). However, Spc110p was not identifiable as a mod20p-related protein by PSI-BLAST searches. Accession numbers of sequences
used were: S. pombe mod20p, NP_588284; N. crassa NCU02332, XP_331108; N. crassa NCU02411, XP_331187; A. nidulans apsB, CAA05918;
S. pombe pcp1p, Q92351; D. melanogaster centrosomin, NP_725298; D. rerio unnamed protein, AAH46878; H. sapiens PDE4DIP/myomegalin,
BAA32299; and H. sapiens CDK5RAP2, Q96SN8.

Discussion Figure 3, in which cells with disrupted microtubules have
a higher “background” fluorescence because of signal
from fixed soluble tubulin). Thus, in wild-type cells, dy-We have identified a novel protein, mod20p, that plays

a critical role in the nucleation and organization of essen- namic microtubule plus ends will “compete” for a rela-
tively small pool of free tubulin and undergo dynamictially all fission yeast microtubule arrays apart from the

mitotic spindle. In perturbation experiments, and at instability with characteristic parameters of growth,
shrinkage, catastrophe and rescue [42]. By contrast,steady state, mod20� mutants are defective in nucle-

ation from non-SPB MTOCs during both interphase and cells with a reduced capacity for microtubule nucleation,
such as mod20� mutants, will tend to have fewer micro-mitosis. In addition, mod20� mutants show only weak

cytoplasmic nucleation from the SPB during interphase tubules, and thus fewer microtubule ends, per cell, less-
ening competition among microtubule ends for free tu-and are impaired in astral microtubule nucleation from

the SPB during mitosis. The wild-type interphase SPB bulin (which may also be increased in concentration).
These conditions are likely to have considerable effectsis normally inactive for microtubule nucleation, or nearly

so [41]. We have not determined whether the weak in- on the parameters of dynamic instability, and conse-
quently on microtubule bundling as well. The importanceterphase SPB microtubule nucleation activity seen in

mod20� mutants also exists in wild-type cells or of free-tubulin concentration to microtubule dynamics
in a finite cell volume is underscored by results fromwhether it occurs in mod20� cells only because there

is no competition with iMTOC nucleation (see below). our microtubule regrowth experiments after cold treat-
ment in wild-type cells; during the first minute of warm-The localization of mod20p particles to well-character-

ized MTOCs in unperturbed cells, to future microtubule ing, before the system reaches steady state, an initially
high free-tubulin concentration (as a result of microtu-nucleation sites in microtubule regrowth experiments,

and to different points along microtubule bundles at bule disruption due to cold treatment) drives a rapid
burst of growth of many shorter microtubules, and thesesteady state suggests that mod20p plays a direct role

in nucleation, and this is further supported by our obser- later convert into fewer, longer microtubules as the sys-
tem approaches steady state and a lower free-tubulinvation that mod20p is required for the localization of, and

physically interacts with, components of the �-tubulin concentration. Unusual interphase microtubule distribu-
tions and dynamics have previously been observed incomplex.

Is mod20p strictly involved in microtubule nucleation? certain �-tubulin complex mutants in fission yeast [31,
32, 43], and we suggest that, as in mod20� mutants,During interphase, the dynamics and turnover of micro-

tubule bundles in mod20� mutants deviate considerably these phenotypes may not be the result of the �-tubulin
complex regulating dynamics directly but rather an indi-from wild-type, and the number of mod20p-containing

satellite particles associated with microtubules is likely rect consequence of altering the boundary conditions
of a dynamic system. There may be parallels betweento exceed the number of individual microtubules. This

could suggest that mod20p has additional, as-yet-uniden- these types of microtubule dynamics and the properties
of noncentrosomal, free microtubules observed in verte-tified roles in regulating microtubule dynamics. How-

ever, we believe that a single defect in microtubule brate centrosome-free cytoplasts [44].
Given the striking microtubule nucleation defects ob-nucleation may be sufficient to explain the aberrant

microtubule distribution and dynamics of mod20� mu- served in mod20� mutants both in perturbation experi-
ments and at steady state, it may seem paradoxical thattants, and we argue this as follows: Immunofluores-

cence experiments suggest that in wild-type fission they have any interphase microtubules at all. Indirect
evidence suggests that microtubules nucleated by theyeast at steady state, the free soluble tubulin concentra-

tion is very low, with most tubulin existing in microtu- SPB at the end of mitosis could provide an initial source
of interphase microtubules, which, over time, developbules (K.E.S., unpublished data; this is also shown in
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into more complex bundles, as in our microtubule re- ever, we note that we did observe a slightly elevated
minichromosome loss rate in mod20� cells relative togrowth experiments (Figure 3, Suppl. Figure 2). In some

mod20� cells expressing GFP-atb2p, complicated mi- wild-type cells. We suggest that this could be due to a
combination of more indirect effects of the mod20�crotubule dynamics were directly observed at the end

of mitosis, as microtubules grew out of the SPB or the mutation, such as the eccentric position of the in-
terphase nucleus, the lack of astral microtubules, and/spindle at the end of mitosis and somehow escaped

the nucleus to establish an independent existence in or the persistence of the spindle at the end of mitosis
(Figures 5F and 5G). It is also possible that spindle dy-the cytoplasm. However, because this was a relatively

rare phenomenon, and separate experiments suggest namics at the very end of mitosis are altered in mod20�
mutants because of a lack of competition between spin-that this level of GFP-tubulin expression does perturb

at least some aspects of microtubule organization in dle MTOCs and the eMTOC for free tubulin, according
to the arguments about competition outlined above (see,mod20� mutants (but not in wild-type cells; see Table

S1), we cannot be sure whether this particular behavior for example, Movies 6 and 7).
Why isn’t mod20p required for mitotic spindle assem-is truly physiological. It is also possible that in mod20�

cells expressing only endogenous, untagged tubulins, bly? In budding yeast, the protein Spc110p promotes
spindle microtubule nucleation by recruiting the �-tubu-there is a low level of microtubule nucleation from the

interphase SPB under steady-state conditions, although lin complex to the nucleoplasmic face of the SPB,
whereas a different protein, Spc72p, promotes astral-have no means of detecting it.

Our observation that mod20p can coimmunoprecipi- microtubule nucleation by recruiting the �-tubulin com-
plex to the cytoplasmic face of the SPB [40]. Althoughtate the �-tubulin complex components alp4p and alp6p,

as well as �-tubulin itself, suggests a mechanism in Spc110p and Spc72p were not identified in our database
searches, Spc110p did show a very weak similarity towhich mod20p recruits the �-tubulin complex to non-

SPB microtubule nucleation sites during both interphase a portion of the conserved region of mod20p. Spc72 did
not, consistent with previous sequence analyses [40].and at the end of mitosis. Although we have demon-

strated that mod20p is required for �-tubulin recruitment The fact that two differently localized SPB proteins, each
able to recruit the �-tubulin complex, can mediate dis-to the eMTOC, �-tubulin complex proteins have not yet

been localized to iMTOCs in unperturbed cells [30, 31], tinct aspects of SPB microtubule nucleation in budding
yeast suggests that an analogous situation may alsoalthough recent work suggests that �-tubulin satellites

may exist near the eMTOC [9]. In cold-treated interphase occur in fission yeast. A plausible candidate for the mi-
totic-spindle SPB nucleator is the essential gene pcp1�cells, we observed a mod20p-dependent accumulation

of alp4p and alp6p at the nuclear surface, and these [38]. Pcp1p shows limited sequence similarity with
mod20p, specifically in the region conserved with higherproteins partially colocalized with mod20p itself. Thus,

although this is not formally proven, we suggest that eukaryotes (Figure 8; see also below) and is localized
to the SPB, where it may play a role in spindle assemblymod20p interphase satellite particles in unperturbed

cells represent iMTOCs. It is possible that at any given [38]. We suggest that spindle microtubule nucleation
from the SPB in fission yeast may depend on pcp1ptime, only a fraction of these satellites are associated

with the �-tubulin complex. In this light, the rapid linear and that astral microtubule nucleation may depend on
mod20p. It will be interesting to determine if pcp1p andmovements of mod20-GFP are particularly interesting.

They could represent either mod20p actively moving mod20p reside within different domains of the SPB; an
attractive hypothesis is that pcp1p resides on the nu-along microtubules or, alternatively, mod20p bound to

a microtubule minus end and being moved passively by cleoplasmic face of the SPB and that mod20p resides
on the cytoplasmic face. In this light it is interesting tomicrotubule-microtubule sliding. Further work will clarify

the behavior and function of these structures. note that during interphase in fission yeast, the SPB is
not embedded in the nuclear envelope as it is in buddingAlthough mod20p is required for cytoplasmic astral

microtubule nucleation during mitosis and for assembly yeast [8]. Thus, it is possible that the very limited cyto-
plasmic microtubule nucleation capacity observed at theof the postanaphase array subsequent to mitosis, sev-

eral lines of evidence suggest that mod20p is unlikely interphase SPB in mod20� mutants is actually due to
pcp1p on the “nucleoplasmic” face.to play a major direct role in the assembly of the intra-

nuclear mitotic spindle. First, in mod20� mutants the Mod20p is the first protein known to play a direct
role in the recruitment of �-tubulin and microtubule-spindle itself appears morphologically normal, and in

mitotic arrest-and-release experiments, mod20� mutants nucleating capacity to noncentrosomal MTOCs. In both
filamentous fungi and higher eukaryotes, we identifiedassemble and elongate spindles, and undergo ana-

phase, at the same rate as mod20� cells. The lack of several proteins containing a small region of sequence
similarity to mod20p. All are large proteins (with molecu-astral microtubules in mod20� mutants might have been

expected to lead to a delay in entry to anaphase because lar weights greater than 120 kDa), and all contain regions
of predicted �-helical coiled coil to varying extents. Al-of the spindle orientation checkpoint [45–49], but this

was not observed, perhaps as a result of the lengthy though we did not find comparable proteins from bud-
ding yeast in our searches, it seems plausible that themetaphase arrest; this deserves closer examination in

the future. Second, mod20� cells were found to be via- budding-yeast proteins Spc110p and Spc72p fulfill the
same molecular role as mod20p-related proteins butble in combination with several spindle assembly check-

point mutants [22], indicating that if mod20p does play have undergone even further sequence divergence; we
note that, unlike fission yeast, budding yeast does nota more subtle role in spindle function, its loss is insuffi-

cient to activate the spindle assembly checkpoint. How- exhibit any non-SPB microtubule nucleation during ei-
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kindly provided by Prof. Iain Hagan (Paterson Institute, Manchester,ther mitotic or meiotic cell cycles [50]. In higher eukary-
UK), and TAT1 anti-tubulin antibodies [59] were provided by Prof.otes, we identified one related protein, centrosomin, in
Keith Gull (Oxford University). Anti-� tubulin antibody (Sigma, cloneDrosophila and two distinct, little-characterized proteins
GTU-88) was further purified from ascites fluid on protein G-agarose

in mammalian cells. Centrosomin is thought to exist in before use for immunofluorescence. Anti-Myc (9E10) and anti-HA
three isoforms and plays a role in microtubule nucleation antibodies (12CA5, for immunoprecipitation and Western blotting)

were provided by Dr. Irina Stancheva (Edinburgh University). Forand recruitment of �-tubulin to the centrosome via an
immunofluorescence of HA epitopes, rat monoclonal antibody 3F10interaction with the �-tubulin complex [51–53], although
(Roche) was used.its precise function during development is still not clear

[54]. Of the two mammalian proteins identified, PDE4-
Immunofluorescence and MicroscopyDIP/myomegalin is expressed in muscle cells and has
Cells were fixed for immunofluorescence with cold (�80	C) methanolbeen localized to pericentrosomal/Golgi regions in tis-
or with freshly prepared formaldehyde (3%) and processed ac-

sue culture cells [36]. Although it was originally isolated cording to standard methods [60, 61]. In some cases when very
in a two-hybrid screen for proteins interacting with a low fluorescence background was required, a different blocking

solution, KOM1, was used. KOM1 contains 100 mM NaPIPES (pHcyclic nucleotide phosphodiesterase, its cellular func-
6.8), 1 mM MgCl2, 2% nonfat milk, 0.1 M lysine (monohydrochloride),tion remains largely unexplored. CDK5RAP2 was also
5% glycerol, and 0.05% NaN3. This was clarified twice by centri-originally isolated in a two-hybrid screen, for proteins
fugation and sterile-filtered before use. Secondary antibodies wereinteracting with an activator of Cdk5 [37], and it is widely
AlexaFluor conjugates (Molecular Probes).

expressed in human tissues. A very recent proteomics Laser-scanning confocal microscopy was used for generating the
analysis of the centrosome indicates that CDK5RAP2 is images in Figures 1D, 1E, 3A–3M, and 5. Images were collected

with a Leica TCS Confocal microscope and a 100X/1.3 NA objectiveenriched at the centrosome [55], although its function
lens. In all cases, projections through the entire cell volume areis not known. Previous sequence analyses have sug-
shown. Conventional wide-field fluorescence microscopy was usedgested that budding yeast Spc110p and fission yeast
for generating the images in Figures 2, 3N, and 7A. Images werepcp1p are orthologs of the mammalian protein kendrin/
collected with a Nikon TE300 microscope and a 100�/1.4NA Plan-

pericentrin [38, 56], but these analyses depended pri- Apo objective lens on a Photometrics CoolSnap HQ camera with
marily on similarity in a carboxy-teminal calmodulin Metamorph software. Deconvolved wide-field fluorescence micros-

copy was used for generating the images in Figures 4, 6, and 7B.binding region and on regions of coiled coil, whereas
Images were collected on the Nikon TE300 microscope system withthe conserved region highlighted by our work is in the
the additional use of Prior filter wheels and a PiFoc piezofocus drive.amino terminus of all of the proteins identified. Thus,
Fixed-cell images were collected at 0.2 
m intervals, and live-cellthe precise relationships among these large and likely
images were collected at 0.6 um intervals. Images were further

complex proteins still remain somewhat unclear. It will processed with Softworx (Applied Precision) via manufacturer-spe-
be particularly interesting to determine whether PDE4- cific optical transfer functions.

Time-lapse movies were made by the same system as for decon-DIP/myomegalin and CDK5RAP2 play a role in centroso-
volution, with a Nikon “ND8” filterinserted in the light path so thatmal and noncentrosomal microtubule organization in
photobleaching would be reduced.differentiated and nondifferentiated cells. If they do, it

may be useful to describe this family of proteins collec-
Immunoprecipitationstively as “centrosomins” to reflect a common function,
For preparation of native cell extracts, cells were frozen in liquideven if it is not limited to the centrosome.
nitrogen and ground to a powder with a mortar and pestle, prior to
resuspension in a buffer of 50 mM NaHEPES, 75 mM KCl, 1 mM

Experimental Procedures MgCl2, 1 mM EGTA, 0.5 mM DTT, 0.1% Triton X-100, and a protease
inhibitor cocktail. After a clarifying centrifugation, the protein con-

Yeast Strains centration was adjusted to 10 mg/ml. Six hundred microliters of
Fission yeast strains were grown in EMM minimal medium or YE5S each extract was incubated with 25 ul Protein A Sepharose (Amer-
medium according to conventional procedures [57]. Gene deletion sham) for 30 min so that non-specific binding would be reduced.
of mod20� and gene tagging of mod20� and atb2� were performed The supernatant from the preclearing step was then added to 25 ul
by PCR-mediated gene-tagging methods, as described [58]. The Protein A Sepharose pre-loaded with 5 
g of anti-Myc antibody
alp4-HA- and alp6-HA-tagged strains were generously provided by 9E10 or anti-HA antibody 12CA5. After incubation with rotation for
Dr. Takashi Toda (CRUK, London). 1 hr at 5	C, beads were washed six times in 1 ml of extract buffer

(including TX-100) and resuspended in Laemmli sample buffer for
Physiological Experiments SDS-PAGE and Western blotting..
For microtubule regrowth experiments, cultures grown in EMM mini-
mal medium were chilled in flasks in an ice water slurry for 30 min

Supplemental Dataand then returned to shaking water baths at 32	C. Samples were
Supplemental movies and figures are available with this articlequickly removed from the culture and harvested by filtration, fixed
online at http://www.current-biology.com/cgi/content/full/14/9/in �80	C methanol, and later processed for immunofluorescence.
763/DC1/.For metaphase arrest-and-release experiments, nda3-KM311 cells

were grown in YE5S medium for 9 hr at 18	C and then shifted to
shaking water baths at 36	C. Samples were taken and processed Acknowledgments
as above.
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